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Blue Shield®

rks Blue Cross and Blue Shield Association

Revised 1984

For Retired Federal Employees from Blue Cross and Blue Shield Plans

Medicare is a Federal health insurance program for people 65 or older and certain disabled
people. There are specific requirements persons must meet to be eligible for free hospi
talization coverage under Medicare. Local Social Security Administration offices take
applications for Medicare and provide information about the program. Whenever you can't
find the information you need about Medicare in this handbook, call a Social Security
office. Social Security offices are listed in the telephone directory under "Social Security
Administration."
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Introduction

NOTES
Blue Cross and Blue Shield Plans across the
nation know that health care benefits can be
confusing. That's one reason they want you to
have this booklet-to help you better understand
your health care coverage.
The Service Benefit Plan, Medicare & You

will also help you decide what coverage is
appropriate for you. For example, understand
ing how the Service Bene{i.t Plan-the name of
your Blue Cross and Blue Shield coverage works in conjunction with Medicare will help
you decide whether to choose High Option or
Standard Option. And, by following the sugges
tions in this booklet, you will learn how to get
your claims processed without delay.
Before you begin reading, it's helpful to know
what the two separate coverages in Medicare
are and the difference between the two options
offered under the Blue Cross and Blue Shield
Service Benefit Plan.
• Medicare has two separate coverages or
parts: Part A that helps pay your
hospital bills and Part B that helps pay

your doctor bills. Persons who qualify
for Social Security are eligible for Part
A free of charge. Medicare Part B is
available for under $15 a month.
• In addition to Medicare, you can con
tinue your enrollment in the Service
Benefit Plan-whether you retire or are
still working for the federal govern
ment-which offers you two levels of
coverage: High Option or Standard
Option.
• Under High Option there are three kinds
of benefits: Basi.c Hospital (which help
you to pay your hospital inpatient and
outpatient bills and home health care
services); Basi.c Surgical-Medical (which
help to pay for your physicians' bills);
and Supplemental (which extend your
coverage by helping to pay for many
other health care services).
• Under Standard Option, there are three
different kinds of benefits: Basic Hospital
(which help pay for hospital inpatient
expenses); Supplemental (which cover a
wide range of health care expenses);
and Dental (which help pay for your
routine or preventive dental expenses).
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As you read this booklet, please keep in mind
that you and your mean the employee or annui
tant who's enrolled in the Service Benefit Plan
and whose name appears on the Blue Cross and
Blue Shield identification (ID) card. Also, when
ever there's an unfamiliar term, we've used italics
to highlight its definition. Form and booklet
titles appear in bold type, as do statements we
want to emphasize.

Because of the many choices open to you,
Blue Cross and Blue Shield Plans want you
to have this booklet to help with some of
the answers to your questions about:
How to Choose Your Health Care
Page 3
Protection
Filling in the Gaps (How the Service
Benefit Plan Combines with
Page 5
Medicare)
If You're Still Working

Page 5

Standard Option or High
Option?

Page 10

A word of caution before you begin reading.
This booklet contains only general benefits
information. For a more complete description
of your benefits, please consult the 1984 Serv
ice Benefit Plan booklet-available from your
Blue Cross and Blue Shield Plan.* More com
plete descriptions of your Medicare benefits are
found in publications available from your local
Social Security office.

How Hospital and Physicians'
Bills Are Paid
Page 10
Submitting Claims

Page 12

How Do You Get or Change
Covefage

Page 17

Additional Tips

Page

*Note: Ifyou want a contractual description ofyour

coverage, you should consult your 1983
Service Benefit Plan brochure (BRI
41-25) and 1984 addendum-available from
your local Office of Personnel Management.
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The 1984 Service Benefit Plan booklet is available from your Blue Cross and Blue Shield Plan and Your
Medicare Handbook from your local Social Security office.

• Both your Medicare ID card and your Service Benefit Plan ID card havE
tification numbers on them that are yours alone. It would be helpful to have
numbers written down someplace, in case you ever misplace your card
• Services not included in your coverage will be your responsibility to pay, so ,
refer to Your Medicare Handbook and your 1984 Service Benefit Plan b
when you have doubts. Remember that these booklets change from time tc
but you can always get up-to-date copies of Your Medicare Handbook
your local Social Security office and the 1984 Service Benefit Plan bi
from your Blue Cross and Blue Shield Plan.
• Be sure to keep a record of all bills you receive for health care, and of the <
you file. Note payments received or those made to physicians and hospit
your behalf. That way you'll know when something may not be right with a
and you'll be able to make an inquiry. If you need to write to the Blue
and Blue Shield Plan, always include both your Medicare and your Service I
Plan identification number.

!deral employe es, active or retired, can change their health coverage. Within 31
before or anytime after you become eligible for Medicare, you can change to
iard Option or a low option plan within the Federal Employees He·alth Benefits
ram. However, if your spouse is under age 65, he (she) may not be fully pro
d and may have to meet new deductibles under his (her) new plan or option.

How To
Choose Your Health Care
Protection

n certain family changes occur, you can also change your federal employe e
rage. And there are periodic open seasons when you can change your health
�ance regardless of Medicare eligibility or family changes. Contact your local
:e of Personnel Management for information about how and when to change your
·al employee coverage.

Medicare is a program that has helped millions of persons, but it is not designed
to pay all your health care bills. The patient or the patient's family must pay for part
of the cost of an illness. The portions that you have to pay are gaps in Medicare
coverage that the Service Benefit Plan helps to fill.

Additional Tips

:arry your Medicare identification (ID) card and your Service Benefit Plan iden
ification card with you at all times. They are your passports to quick service
�hen you go to a hospital or physician. Presenting your cards often avoids being
Lsked for a deposit in advance.

One thing to consider when deciding if you need coverage in addition to Medicare
is whether you have any dependents who need it. If you have a spouse or children
who are eligible for Service Benefit Plan coverage, you probably need Self-and-Family
coverage. If not , you probably need Self-Only coverage. But just because your spouse
is covered under your federal employee benefits does not mean that he or she is
covered under Medicare. This is because Medicare enrolls each person separately.
Most people become eligible for Medicare when they turn 65 years of age. If you
are older than your spouse, you may become eligible for Medicare before your spouse
does. Let's say, for example, that you have Medicare and your spouse does not. You
will be covered by both Medicare and your federal employee benefits. But your spouse,
in this case, would depend entirely on the federal employee coverage. So when deciding
whether to choose the Service Benefit Plan in addition to Medicare, you must also
consider the needs of any dependents you have.
To help evaluate your own and your family's needs, ask yourself these questions:
Do I have Medicare Part A? Part B?
Does my spouse have Medicare Part A? Part B?
Do I have other dependents who need coverage?

Before you can decide how much additional coverage you need, it is important to
know what Medicare Part A and Part B cover. Your Medicare Handbook, available
from any Social Security office, provides a complete explanation of Medicare.
ff.t>\02
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The chart on the next page shows a few items that Medicare does not cover. It has
blanks for you to fill in, if, for example, it's important fpr you that the gaps (or ex
penses that Medicare expects you to pay) are filled. Once you've completed this table,
you'll be better able to decide whether you need Service Benefit Plan coverage. Then ,
read the section and tables that follow to decide whether Standard Option or High
Option is the best choice for you.
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If you are still working for the federal government , or if you are receiving treatment
for end-stage renal disease, then you should skip to page 5 .

Medicare Part A-Hospital
COVERED
MEDICARE PAYS

First 60 days of a spell of
Illness.

GAP
YOU HAVE TO PAY*

CHECK HERE IF IT'S
IMPORTANT TO YOU THAT
THE SERVICE BENEFIT
PLAN FILLS THIS GAP

The first $356 of the hospital
blll- known as the deductible. A
deductible Is the amount you
have to pay before Medicare wlll
start to pay.

61st through 90th day.

$89 per day during this time.

60 Lifetime Reserve days.

$178 per day during this time.

COVERED
MEDICARE PAYS**

80% of approved physicians'
charges for Inpatient services.
80% of approved charges for
most surgery.***
80% of approved physician and
hospital charges for outpatient
services.***
80% of approved charges for
outpatient X-rays, laboratory
work, emergency treatment,
anesthesia.
80% of approved home health
care charges.

GAP
YOU PAY**

After retiring from the federal government, your Service Benefit Plan coveragt
continue automatically if you meet the eligibility requirements of the U.S. Off
Personnel Management (formerly called the Civil Service Commission) .
Before you reach age 65, you need to decide whether to add Medicare Part A (v
is free if you qualify for it) and/or Part B. If you want Medicare protection to
the month you reach age 65, contact your local Social Security office about ·
months before your 65th birthday. If you decide to sign up for Medicare after
65th birthday, you can do so during the first three months of any year. Your Mee
coverage then begins on July 1 of the year you enrolled.

Medicare Part B-Medical

4

How Do,
Get
Change Cevera!

CHECK HERE IF IT'S
IMPORTANT TO YOU THAT
THE SERVICE BENEFIT
PLAN FILLS THIS GAP

The first $75* of charges, called
the deductible. (You are no
longer allowed to carry over
charges from December of one
year and count them as part of
the next year's deductible for
Medicare Part B. The carry-over
was eliminated beginning with
expenses after October 1, 1981.
�ur yearly deductible now
begins January 1 of each year.)
�u are also responsible for the
remaining 20% of charges,
known as co-Insurance. (The
term "co-Insurance" means that
you must �ay a percentage of
the total c arge.)
20% of home health care
charges that Medicare does not
pay for you.

* Dollar amounts shown are for 1984 and may be subject to change.
** If your physician doesrrt accept Medicare assignment, you may pay more than the 20% shown because
Medicare pays only for approved physicians' charges. Whenever your bllls exceed what Medicare considers the
approved amount, then Medicare's payment wlll be less than 80% of the total charge.
*** Medicare wlll now cover 100% of the cost of outpatient facilities for certain surgical procedures that can be
safely performed In a walk-In surgical center or a physician's office, If the facility accepts "assignment.• It wlll
also pay the full Medicare-approved charge for a physician who agrees to accept assignment.

If you do not sign up for Medicare Part B during those first three months c
year, you will have to wait until the first three months of the next year to c
For more information about getting and canceling Medicare, especially if you'r1
working for the federal government and are aged 65 through 69, contact your
Social Security office.
Changes in your family situation can affect your health coverage needs.
• Your child reaches age 22 and can no longer be covered under federal emp
health insurance. You have no other dependents to cover so you want to d
from Self-and-Family coverage to Self-Only coverage.
• Your husband or wife dies. You have no dependents to cover so you want to cl
from Self-and-Family coverage to Self-Only coverage.
• You get married and want to cover your husband or wife. You have Self
coverage so you want to change to Self-and-Family coverage.
• You or your spouse decide to enroll in Medicare Part B. You already have
A. You may want to switch from High Option to Standard Option.

� Blue Cross®
� Blue Shield®
,ase Type or Print
F PATIENT (Last, First, and Middle Initial)

DATE OF BIRTH

Month

Medicare - Not Covered

Federal Employee Program
Supplemental Benefits Claim

LJ

ENROLLMENT CODE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER

PATIENT'S SEX

Year

,MPLOYEE OR ANNUITANT (Last, First, and lnirial)

□

Male

11101 I[[]

□I

Female RELATIONSHIP OF PATIENT TO
EMPLOYEE OR ANNUITANT

Self

□ □
spouse

Child

□

II the patient's last name is dillerent from the employee's or annuitant's, explain th&
relationship:

IIIAILING ADDRESS

Stare

GAP
YOU PAY

NOT COVERED

Out-of-hospital prescription
drugs.

A ll charges.

Routine or preventive dental
coverage.

A ll charges.

CHECK HERE IF IT'S
IMPORTANT TO YOU THAT
THE SERVICE BENEFIT
PLAN FILLS THIS GAP

Zip Code

IBE THE ILLNESS OR INJURY REQUIRING TREATMENT

iE ILLNESS OR INJURY RESULT FROM AN ACCIDENT?

]Yes

□

□
:□ □

If yes, Indicate tha date of the accident

No

Month

j

Day

Filling In The Gaps

Year

rHE ILLNESS OR INJURY WORK RELATED? IF YES, PLEASE ENCLOSE A STATEMENT DESCRIBING HOW THE ILLNESS OR INJURY OCCURRED.

]Yes

No

: PATIENT COVERED UNDER ANY OTHER GROUP HEALTH BENEFITS PLAN? (II Yes complete the remainder of this section/
No

EFF. DATE

Month

Month

INSURING _co_. :-:::---:-.:--;::::,-.-----;::::;--.----------------------------------

US please md,cate whether

O active or D retired)

TERM. DATE

I

I

Day

Day

I

I

YHr

Year

□

(Street, City, State, and Zip Code)---------------------------------------------------Male

�OLICY HOLDER-----------------------------------

�=�

SEX

BIRTHDATE
Month

Day

Female

Year

□

"TION NUMBER OF OTHER COVERAGE-----------------------------------------------
SHIP OF POLICY HOLDER
YEE/ANNUITANT

Self

□

Spouse

□

.□

Child

TYPE OF COVERAGE (Self. Two Persons, Family, Etc.)
: COMPLETED REGARDLESS OF THE AGE OF THE PATIENT (SEE REVERSE SIDE FOR INSTRUCTIONS)
t.TIENT ENTITLED TO BENEFITS UNDER
IE HOSPITAL INSURANCE (PART A)?

Yes

No

□

D

Month

I I
Day

Year

IS THE PATIENT ENTITLED TO BENEFITS UNDER
MEDICARE MEDICAL INSURANCE (PART B)?

iE LIST BELOW QMi.Y THOSE CHARGES BEING CLAIMED FOR SUPPLEMENTAL BENEFITS.

No

□

D

(01/ice Visits. Psychotherapy, Presc11ption Drugs, etc.)

DATE OF SERVICE OR PURCHASE

Month

I

Day

EFF
DATE----====:=;;;

USE A SEPARATE LINE FOR EACH TYPE OF SERVICE.

DESCRIPTION OF CHARGE

OF PROVIDER MAKING THE CHARGE
)octo,. Hospira/, Pharmacy, etc.J
r more bills from the same provider
, entered on one line ,t they are for
1e type of serv,ce.)

Yes

I

If you checked many of the boxes in the previous table, then it's clear you want help
in filling the gaps that Medicare leaves in your health care coverage. The Blue Cross
and Blue Shield Service Benefit Plan offers a wide range of benefits to help fill those
gaps.
By referring to the following tables, you can better determine what kind of coverage
you need. The tables also show you how Standard Option and High Option fill those
gaps when you have Medicare Part A only, Part B only or both Medicare Parts A
and B.

Year

CHARGE

(II there is only one date, show it under
'FROM')
FROM
TO

If you're retired from the federal government, are over age 65 and have Medicare,
please keep in mind that Medicare always pays its benefits before the Service Benefit
Plan. The following tables should also help you make a decision about what
coverage is right for you.

If You're Still Working

ify the above is complete and correct and that I am claiming benefits only for charges incurred by the patient named above. Author
,n is hereby given to any provider of service which participated in any way in my care, to release to the Blue Cross Plan or Blue Shield
any medical information which they deem necessary to adjudicate this claim.

S1gnatu1e of Employee or Annuitant

Date

ITEMIZED BILLS FOR COVERED SERVICES AND SUPPLIES MUST BE ATTACHED
19

Daytime telephone number including area code

(SEE INSTRUCTIONS ON REVERSE SIDE)

Part of your decision may also rely on whether you're aged 65 through 69, are still
working for the federal government (or receiving care for the first 12 months of end
stage renal disease) , and have Medicare Part A in conjunction with your Service
Benefit Plan coverage. If you meet these criteria, there have been some important
changes in how Medicare works that you should be aware of.

5

For example, if you meet the working aged criteria (or you're in the first 12 months
of end-stage renal disease) and have Medicare Part A (you may also have Part B) ,
then your Service Benefit Plan is primary (pays for your health care expenses first)
whichever option you choose. This means your benefits are the same as any other
federal employee whds still working and your Medicare deductibles and co-insurances
are not waived. Under these circumstances, the tables on pages 6 through 9
do not apply to you.

WHEN YOU HAVE MEDICARE PARTS A & B OR PART A ONLY,
THIS IS WHAT THE SERVICE BENE FIT PLAN PAYS.
MEDICARE PART A GAPS*

6

STANDARD OPTION

HIGH OPTION

The $356 deductible you must pay
for the first 60 Inpatient days.

We pay the deductible. The
Standard Option $100 hospital
(per-admission) deductible Is
also waived.

We cay the deductlble. The High
Opt on $50 hospital (per-admlsslon) deductible Is also waived.

Your $89 dally share of the blll
from the 61st day through 90th
day.

We pay your dally share for you.

We pay your dally share for you.

A fter the 90th day you have
- a 60 day llfetlme reserve and
you pay a $178 share of the
dally cost.

We pay your dally share for you.

We pay your dally share for you.

- or, If you elect to save your 60
llfetlme reserve days.

We pay 100% In member hospltals for 90 addltlonal days up to
180 days each calendar year. If
you use more than 180 days, your
addltlonal days are paid In full,
but charges are also subject to
your $1 mllllon llfetlme
maximum.

We pay 100% In member hospltals for unllmlted days.

A fter you have used all of your
Medicare Part A benefits, lncludIng your 60 reserve days.

We pay 100% In member hospltals for 30 addltlonal days and
then pay In full up to your $1
mllllon llfetlme maximum.

We pay 100% In member hospltals for unlimited days.

The $356 deductlble, your dally
share of hospltal charges and the
charges after you'Ve used up 190
llfetlme days for Inpatient mental
Illness care.

We pay the deductlble and your
dally share of charges for you for
the first 30 days fi:r calendar
year of a mental llness admission
up to a $50,000 llfetlme maximum.

We pay the deductible and all of
your Inpatient mental Illness care
expenses In full. There Is no day
llmlt up to a $75,000 llfetlme maxlmum.

* The Items shown In this table represent only some of your benefits under Medicare and the Service Benefit Plan.
Please refer to Your Medicare Handbook or The 1984 Service Benefit Plan booklet for more complete descriptions of
benefits and llmltatlons.

Supplemental Claims
If you have Standard Option, most of your health care services other than he
inpatient or dental care are covered under Supplemental benefits. Under High O:
Supplemental benefits cover a fewer number of health care services because
of your hospital inpatient and outpatient charges as well as physician's charg(
covered under Basic benefits; Supplemental benefits cover such items as pre
tion drugs, durable medical equiprpent and physician's office visits.
Whichever option you have in addition to your Medicare coverage, you'll have to s
a Federal Employee Program Supplemental Benefits Claim form to receive
bursement for services covered by Supplemental benefits. In most cases, you'll
to fill out and submit this form yourself.
It 's easy. Here's all you have to do:
1 . Ask your Blue Cross and Blue Shield Plan for a Federal Employee Pro;
Supplemental Benefits Claim form.
2. Fill out the form completely. Be sure to give your correct Blue Cross anc
Shield Service Benefit Plan identification number. And don't forget to sig
finished form.
3. Attach copies (not the originals) of the Explanation of Medicare Bet
form. This is not necessary if you're still working for the government or receiving
ment for end-stage renal disease.
4. Attach copies of itemized bills. Keep the originals of all forms and bills ir
you may need them later.
5. Include a statement. For some supplies -such as durable medical equiprr.
your physician must write a statement indicating why the item was obtainec
explaining why he/she requested it. Call your Blue Cross and Blue Shield
to find out if this is necessary.
6. Include a Special Questionnaire. If you received physical therapy, denta:
resulting from an accident , home nursing care or mental illness care, call
Blue Cross and Blue Shield Plan to obtain special questionnaires. You should
the questionnaires filled out by your physician before mailing in your Supple
tal Benefits Claim form.
7. And then, you can: Send your claim to your Blue Cross and Blue Shield :

The sooner you submit your claims, the sooner you'll receive payment. But a1
remember that when there is a delay or problem of any kind , or you're not sure
to do WRITE OR CALL YOUR BLUE CROSS AND BLUE SHIELD PLAN!

, Cross and Blue Shield Service Benefit Plan Claims

complete your claim form correctly, often Medicare will send it directly to
Blue Cross and Blue Shield Plan after Medicare has paid all of its benefits.
:times .separate claims must be submitted - one to Medicare and then one to
aue Cross and Blue Shield Plan - after Medicare has paid.
1

For those aged 65 through 69 who are working for the federal government , but have
Medicare Part B only in conjunction with the Service Benefit Plan , Medicare is
primary. This means the tables on pages 6 and 7 do apply to you, regardless
of the option you choose.

c Claims

1 have

High Option or Standard Option, most hospitals will submit your claims
m. However, be sure to give the hospital both your Blue Cross and Blue Shield
ce Benefit Plan identification numlJer- the eight-digit number on your ID card that
LS with an R - as well as your Medicare number when you're treated.
I're asked to submit your own hospital claim (or physician's claim if you have
Option) for the unpaid portion of your bill, then be sure to call your Blue Cross
,r Blue Shield Plan for the right claim form to use. Filing a claim is easy, if you
v these simple instructions.
sure to include your Medicare number in the box that asks about other
rerage.
tswer all sections of the form. Answer "not applicable" or "nd' rather than
ving any section blank.
tit to submit your Basic claim for services also covered under Medicare until
!dicare sends you a form entitled Explanation of Benefits or sometimes Ex
tnation of Medicare Benefits. This is not true if you're between the ages of 65
i 70 and still working for the federal government or under age 65 and in the first 12
!

nths of treatment for end-stage renal disease; you71 llave to file with the Blue Cross and
'.e Shield Plan first under either circumstance and file with Medicare second.

ep the original of the Medicare form and all bills and have copies made of all
forms and bills. Claims rarely get lost, but
if one does, you can resubmit it if you\re
M. D.
,
S
W
E
H
T
kept the originals.
W. 0. MA
t
e
e
r
t
S
n
5. Include an itemized bill (or statement)
1 00 M ai
w a 001 1 1
o
\
,
n
w
o
that lists each separate service and pro
H e a lt h t
cedure, the date each was performed and
the cost of each. You must also submit
separate bills for each member of your
family.
6. Send your claim to the Blue Cross and
Ofc. visit ..
Blue Shield Plan. Check again to be sure
you've enclosed:
lnj - C o rtis one ... ... ...\ 10.00
• The claim form ;
• A copy of your Explanation of
Medicare Benefits form (if applicable) ;
and
• A copy of the itemized bill (s) .

Your Hospital Sill
WHEN YO U HAVE MEDICARE PART B ONLY,
SERVICE BENEFIT PLAN PAYS
STANDARD OPTION

HIGH OPTION

Pays 100% In member hos ltals for up to 180 days,
after you pay the hospital �$100 per-admlaslon)
deductible. A fter that, we pay 75% up to your
$1 mllllon llfetlme maximum, after you'Ve met the
$250 annual (calendar year) deductible.••

Paya 100% In member hospitals for an unllmlted
number of days after you pay the hospital ($50 peradmlaslon) deductible.

NOTE: Standard Option pays 75% of covered
charges for 30 days per calendar year Inpatient
mental Illness t,eatment, after you've paid the
hospital deductible.

NOTE: High Option pays 80% of covered charges
for Inpatient mental Illness ca,e after you've paid
the hospital deductible. The,e Is an Inpatient mental
Illness catastro hlc protection benefit for Hl h Op,:,
tlon; fa/ease ,e r to your 1984 Service Benefflt Plan
book et for details.

•• Standard Option wlll pay 100% when your hospital deductlbles and your 25% out of pocket expenses you pay (If
you're In the hospital for over 180 days and reach the $2500 catastrophic protection level). There Is no catastrophic
protection benefit for mental lllneas benefits under Standard Option.
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Form
0MB

J
J\

PAT I E N T 'S R EQU EST FOR M ED I CA R E PAYM E N T
I MPOR TANT - S E E OTH E R S I D E F O R I N ST R UCT IONS
M E D I C A L I N S U R A N C E B E N E F I TS SOC I A L S E C U R I T Y ACT

PLEASE TYPE O R P R I N T I N FO R M A T I O N

WHEN YOU HAVE MEDICARE PARTS A & B OR PART� ONLY,
THIS IS WHAT THE SERVICE BENEFIT PLAN PAYS.
MEDICARE Part B GAPS*
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STANDARD OPTION

HIGH OPTION

The Medicare Part B $75 annual
deductible.

We pay It for you when It was
met using services covered by us.

We pay It for you when It was
met using services covered by us.

The 20% portion of the approved
charges that Medicare Part B
does not pay for:
• Hospital Inpatient visits
• Inpatient and outpatient surgery
•Outpatient accidental Injury
care

We pay It for you.

We pay It for you.

NOTI CE : A nyone who misrepresents or falsifies essential informat ion requested by this form may upon conviction be subject to fine and imprisc
Federal Law . No Part B Medicare benefits may be paid unless t h is form is received as required by existing law and regu lations ( 20 C F R
S E N D COM P L E T E D F O F
Name of Beneficiary From Health I n surance Card
1
When c.ompleted , �end t h i � Fo
Medicare
Box b'i

Claim N u m ber F rom Hea l th I nsu rance Card
2

The 20% portion of the approved
charges that Medicare Part B does
not pay for:
•Outpatient laboratory work
•Outpatient X-rays
•Outpatient anesthesia service

We pay It for you .

The 20% Medicare Part B does
not pay for:
• Medical equipment
• Ambulance service
• Office and home visits

We pay It for you .

The first three pints of blood and
th e 20% owed for al l blood after
the first three pints.

We pay It for you.

Prescription drugs out-of-hospltal
that Medicare does not pay for.

We pay them for you.

Routine o rd reventlve dental care
not covere by Medicare.

We help ay for routine or preventlve J!ental services according
to a fee schedule.••

Not covered

The 20% home health care
charges that Medicare does not
pay for you.

Not covered

We pay 100% for home health care
services for up to 90 days followIng a covered hospital admission .

( Last )

(M iddle )

( F irst )

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I I

I

I

Patient's M ai l i ng Address (C ity , State , Z ip Code)
Check here i f th is i s a new address

We pay I t for you.

0

PA 1 70 1 1

Male

0 Female
]llir

□

Telephone N u m l
( I ncl ude Area Cc
3b

3

(Street or P .0 . Box-I nclude Apartment number)
(Zip)

(State)
(C ity I
Describe The Illness or I njury for Which Patient R eceived Treatment

We pay I t for you.

Camp H i l l ,

I

4

We pay It for you.

Was i l l ness or i njury connected with employment?
4b

0 Yes
0 No

We pay them for you.

I f any m edical expenses will be or cou ld be pa id by your pri vate i nsurance orga n izat ion , State Agency , ( M ed icaid ) , or the V
block 5 below,
Pol i cy or M ed ic2
Assistance N u m l

Name and Address of other i n su rance , State Agency (Med ica id ) . or V A offi ce
5

•

NOTE : I f you DO N OT w a n t payment i n formation on th is c l a i m released pu t an ( x ) here

• The Items shown In this table represent some of your benefits under Medicare and the Service Benefit Plan. Please refer
to Your Med/care Handbook or The 1984 Service Benefit Plan booklet for more complete descriptions.
* *The dental fee schedule Is found In The 1984 Service Benefit Plan booklet and Plain Talk.

□

I authori ze Any H older of Med ical or Other I n formation About Me to Re lease to the Soc i a l Secu rity Adm i n i stration and
F i nancing Adm i n istration or I ts I ntermed iaries or Carr iers any I n format i o n Needed for Th i s or a R el ated M ed ica re Clai,
copy of this Au thorization to be Used i n Place of the Original , and Request Payment of M edical I nsurance Benefits to M e .
Date Signed

Signature of Patient ( I f patient i s u nable to sign , see B lock 6 on ot her side . )
6b

6

IMPO R T A N T !
ATTACH I T E M I Z E D B I L LS F R O M Y O U R DOCTO R (S )
O R SUPPLI E R (S ) T O T H E B A C K O F TH IS F O R M .
HCFA - 1 490S ( 6 -8 0 1

Department of Health and H uman Services-Health Care F inanc i ng

T H E S E RV I C E B E N E F I T P LAN , M E D I C A R E A N D Y O U

Re p l a c e me n t P a ge
WHEN YOU H AV E MEDICARE PARTS A & B OR PART B O N LY,
THIS IS WHAT THE SERVICE BEN EFIT PLAN PAYS.
STA NDARD OPTION

HIGH OPTIO N

The Medicare Part B $7 5 annual
deductl ble.

We pay It for you when It was
met using services covered by us.

We pay It for you when It was
met using services covered by us.

The 20% portion of the approved
charges that Medicare Part B
doe s not pay for:
• Hospital Inpatient visits
• Inpatient and outpatient surgery
•Outpatient accidental Injury
care

We pay It for you.

We pay It for you .

The 20% portion of the approved
charges that M ed icare Part B does
not pay for:
• Outpatient laboratory work
• Outpatient X-rays
• Outpatient anesthesia service

We pay It for you .

We pay I t for you .

The 20% Medica re Part B does
n o t pay for:
•Med ical eq uipment
• Ambulance service
• Office and home visits

We pay It for you .

We pay I t f o r you .

The first three pints of blood and
t h e 2 0 % owed for a l l blood after
the first three pi nts.

We pay It for you.

We pay It for you .

Prescription drugs out-of-hospital
that Medicare d o e s no t pay for.

We pay them for you .

We pay t h e m for you .

Routine or p reventive dental care
not covered by M edicare.

We help pay for routine or preve ntlve dental services acco rding
to a fee schedule: ·

Not covered

The 20% home health care
charges that Medicare does not
pay for you.

Not cove red

We pay 100 % for home health care
services fo r up to 90 days followIng a covered hospital admission .

MEDICARE Part B GAPS•

8

•.

• The Items shown In this table re present some of yo ur benefits under Medicare and the Service Benefit Plan. Please refer
to Your Medicare Handbook or The 1984 Service Benefit Plan booklet for mo re complete descriptions.
· • The dental fee schedule Is found In The 1984 Servic e Benefit Plan booklet and Plain Talk.

NOTE : On l y the t ab l e he ad i n g h a s c h anged .

Rev i s e d . Apr i l 1 9 8 4

.. ..

Submitting Claims
licare Claims
:n a health care service is covered by both Medicare and the Service Benefit
, Medicare pays first . There are only two exceptions. The Service Benefit Plan
first: (1) if you qualify initially for Medicare only because you have end-stage
l disease and are in the first 12 months of treatment , or (2) if you are aged 65
Ligh 69, have Medicare Part A and are still working for the federal government .
,u fall under either of these two categories, then your claims are always sub
�d to your Blue Cross and Blue Shield Plan first .
t hospitals and physicians will submit Medicare claims for you, so you do not
l to worry about the details. But if you are asked to submit your own claim ,
1ct your local Social Security office for claim forms. Also, ask for the pamphlet ,
r To Complete The Request For Medicare Payment. It explains how to fill
:t Medicare claim form .
!e sections of the Medicare claim form are often completed incorrectly, and this
delay payment of your benefits. Please remember these pointers whenever you
l to fill out this form:

LA)ok at box #2 on the form on page 13. It is labeled "Claim Number From Health
[nsurance Card :' Write your Medicare identification number here - not your Blue
:;ross and Blue Shield Service Benefit Plan identification number. If you have
1 spouse with Medicare, remember that you and your spouse have different
Medicare identification numbers. Your number includes any suffix or prefix let
ters that are shown with the number on your card .
Look at box #5 labeled "Name and Address of Other Insurance, State Agency
[Medicaid) , or VA Office" followed by "Policy or Medical Assistance Number:'
Write "Blue Cross and Blue Shield Service Benefit Plan" and your Service Benefit
Plan identification number here. If you have Self-and-Family coverage, all of your
�ligible family members have the same Service Benefit Plan number.
Look in box #5 at a "Note" which reads: "If you do not want payment informa
tion on this claim released put an (X) here:' A small square follows which you
5hould not check. Here's why. Your Blue Cross and Blue Shield Plan needs infor
mation from Medicare before it can begin to process your claim . If you check
that square, Medicare will not release information about your claim to the Blue
Cross and Blue Shield Plan . Without this information from Medicare, the Blue
Cross and Blue Shield Plan cannot process your claim . If you leave the square
blank, Medicare will be able to send the information to the Blue Cross and Blue
Shield Plan which will pay benefits for any remaining covered expenses.

Your Physician's Bill and Other Expenses
WHEN YOU HAVE MEDICARE PART A ONLY,
THIS IS WHAT THE SERVICE BENEFIT PLAN PAYS
GAPS YOU WANT TO FILL*

STANDARD OPTION

Physician's charges for outpatient

Within 72 hours of the Injury, we

accidental Injury.

pay 100% UCR after you'Ve met
the $250 annual (calendar year)

HIGH OPTION
We pay 100% UCR of the
charges.

deductible.

Physician's cha es for:
:}fent physician's
• Hospital lnpat
visits
• Inpatient and outpatient surgery

We pay 75% UCR after you'Ve
met the annual deductible.

We pay 80% UCR for these
services.

• Outpatient laboratory care
• Outpatient X-rays
•Outpatient anesthesia services

We pay 75% UCR after you pay
the annual deductible.

We pay 80% UCR for these servIces (but 80% after the $200
annual (calendar year) deductible
If rendered In a hospital outpatlent department).

•Durable medical equipment
•Ambulance service
•Office and outpatient visits

We pay 75% UCR after you pay
the annual deductible.

We pay 80% UCR after you pay
the annual deductible.

Blood and blood plasma

We pay 75% UCR for the cost of
all blood and blood plasma after
you pay the annual deductible.

We pay 80% UCR for the cost of
all blood and blood plasma after
you pay the annual deductible.

Prescription drugs (out-of-hospltal)

We pay 75% UCR after you pay
the annual deductible

We pay 80% UCR after you pay
the annual deductible

Routine or preventive dental care

We help pay for routine or preventlve dental services according
to a fee schedule.**

Not covered

Home health care

Not covered

We pay 100% for home health
care services for up to 90 days
following a covered hospital
admission.

* The Items shown In this table represent some of your benefits under Medicare and the Service Benefit Plan. Please refer
to Your Medicare Handbook or The 1984 Service Benefit Plan booklet for more complete descriptions.
**The dental fee schedule Is found In The 1984 Service Benefit Plan booklet and Plain Talk.
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the service. ( See your 1984 Service Benefi_t Plan booklet for the areas of the cm
with participating physicians.) If you have High Option, participating physicians s]
not bill for any amount over UCR in those areas. If you have Medicare B, anc
use services covered under the Service Benefit Plan , your physician's bills us
will be paid in full when you use a participating physician.

Standard Option or High Option?
Charts are helpful, but they can only list a few facts. Whether Standard Option or
High Option is right for you cannot be shown on a chart because individual cir
cumstances differ and change.
To help you decide whether to enroll in Standard Option or High Option in addition
to your Medicare coverage, be sure to examine how much Medicare Part B offers
you. If you have only Part A, you may decide that adding Part B would be a good
decision .
To help you choose between Standard Option and High Option, look at the charts
on the following pages. · Note, for example, when the Service Benefit Plan pays the
Medicare deductibles and co:insurances and waives its own .
And be sure to read your 1984 Service Benefit Plan booklet for a description of
other benefits too numerous to mention here.

10

For up-to-date prices, contact your local Social Security office about Medicare, and
your Blue Cross and Blue Shield Plan about the Service Benefit Plan. Your Blue Cross
and Blue Shield Plan can also answer any questions you have about High Option
and Standard Option coverage.
NOTE: When you change your coverage, or how you can get coverage in the fi.rst place, is
discussed on page 1 7.

How Hospital and Physicians' Bills are Paid

Under Standard Option , all covered physicians' services are paid by Supplem
Benefits. When you have Medicare Part B, in addition to the Service Benefit
Medicare will assist you in paying your physicians' bills.
'

t

Usual, customary and reasonable (UCR) , when used in conjunction with "charge'' or
means that a charge or fee is:

• Usual if it is the fee most frequently charged by a physician or health can:
fessional for a service or supply ;

• Customary if it is within the range of fees usually charged for the service or s1
by health care professionals of similar training and experience in the same loc
and

• Reasonable when it is usu.al and customary or, in the opinion of the insuranc(
rier, is justified because of unusual circumstances.

A physician treating a patient who has Medicare Part B, may accept Medicare a�
ment. A physician who accepts Medicare assignments agrees not to charge pa1
with Medicare Part B more than the Medicare-approved amount. Once you
reached your Medicare Part B annual deductible, the Medicare payment will 1
percent of the approved charge. Most of the time, Medicare pays the physicfa
percent of the approved charge and the physician bills you for the remainir
percent .

If you have Medicare Part B and High Option, always ask your physician wh
he accepts Medicare assignment . If your physician_ accepts Medicare assignr
we pay for services covered under Basic Surgical-Medical benefits in full up t
Medicare-approved charge as long as Medicare is primary.

1

A unique characteristic of Blue Cross and Blue Shield Plans is that they have special
agreements with hospitals and physicians to give you good service. Hospitals that
have special agreements with Blue Cross Plans are called member hospitals. Hospitals
that do not have such agreements are called non-memlJer hospitals. Physicians who have
special agreements with Blue Shield Plans are called partidpating physicians.
The 1984 Service Benefit Plan booklet discusses member hospitals and non-member
hospitals. However, it does not explain one thing that is important for you to know.
When you have Medicare Part A and Service Benefit Plan coverage, Basic Hospital
Inpatient benefits will be paid in full when you use a member hospital. This is usually
true in a non-member hospital too, as long as the non-member hospital is Medicare
certified and the stay is covered by Medicare.
A participating physician is a physician who has agreed to accept 100% of the Blue
Shield Plan's usual, customary and reasonable (UCR) payment as full payment for

• If a physician does not accept Medicare assignment , he may charge more
what Medicare considers approvable; you will probably be charged the differ
• If your physician is a Blue Shield participating physician, you do not have to "
about paying a balance above UCR in most areas.
• If your physician is not a Blue Shield participating physician, he may charge
than what the Service Benefit Plan considers UCR for these services; you
to pay the difference.

When someone has two kinds of health coverage, payment procedures are somet
complicated to explain . This is a simplified explanation . Whenever you have
questions about a physician's bill , contact your Blue Shield Plan for help.

the service. (See your 1984 Service Benefit Plan booklet for the areas of the country
with participating physicians.) If you have High Option, participating physicians should
not bill for any amount over UCR in those areas. If you have Medicare B, and you
use services covered under the Service Benefit Plan, your physician's bills usually
will be paid in full when you use a participating physician .

Standard Option or High Option?

:s are helpful , but they can only list a few facts. Whether Standard Option or
Option is right for you cannot be shown on a chart because individual cir
tances differ and change.
Ip you decide whether to enroll in Standard Option or High Option in addition
Jr Medicare coverage, be sure to examine how much Medicare Part B offers
[f you have only Part A, you may decide that adding Part B would be a good

lOn .

:Ip you choose between Standard Option and High Option, look at the charts
e following pages. · Note, for examp le, when the Service Benefit Plan pays the
care deductibles and co�insurances and waives its own .

Je sure to read your 1984 Service Benefit Plan booklet for a description of
benefits too numerous to mention here.

p-to-date prices, contact your local Social Security office about Medicare, and
Blue Cross and Blue Shield Plan about the Service Benefit Plan . Your Blue Cross
Uue Shield Plan can also answer any questions you have about High Option
;tandard Option coverage.
�: When you change your coverage, or how you can get coverage in the first place1 is

sed on page 1 7.

How Hospital and Physicians' Bills are Paid

que characteristic of Blue Cross and Blue Shield Plans is that they have special
ments with hospitals and physicians to give you good service. Hospitals that
,pedal agreements with Blue Cross Plans are called member hospitals. Hospitals
o not have such agreements are called non-mem"ber hospitals. Physicians who have
ti agreements with Blue Shield Plans are called partidpating physicians.

984 Service Benefit Plan booklet discusses member hospitals and non-member
:als. However, it does not explain one thing that is imp ortant for you to know.
L you have Medicare Part A and Service Benefit Plan coverage, Basic Hospital
ent benefits will be paid in full when you use a member hospital. This is usually
t1 a non-member hospital too, as long as the non-member hospital is Medicare
led and the stay is covered by Medicare.

ticipating physician is a physician who has agreed to accept 100% of the Blue
l Plan's usual, customary and reasonable (UCR) payment as full payment for

Under Standard Option, all covered physicians' services are paid by Supplemental
Benefits. When you have Medicare Part B, in addition to the Service Benefit Plan,
Medicare will assist you in paying your physicians' bills.
ii

Usual, customary and reasonable (UCR) , when used in conjunction with "charge'' or fee;'
11

means that a charge or fee is:

• Usual if it , is the fee most frequently charged by a physician or health care pro
fessional for a service or supply ;
• Customary if it is within the range of fees usually charged for the service or supply
by health care professionals of similar training and experience in the same locality ;
and
• Reasonable when it is usual and customary or, in the opinion of the insurance carrier, is justified because of unusual circumstances.
A physician treating a patient who has Medicare Part B, may accept Medicare assignment . A physician who accepts Medicare assignments agrees not to charge patients
with Medicare Part B more than the Medicare-approved amount . Once you have
reached your Medicare Part B annual deductible, the Medicare payment will be 80
percent of the approved charge. Most of the time, Medicare pays the physician 80
percent of the approved charge and the physician bills you for the remaining 20
percent .
If you have Medicare Part B and High Option , always ask your physician whether
he accepts Medicare assignment . If your physician. accepts Medicare assignment ,
we pay for services covered under Basic Surgical-Medical benefits in full up to the
Medicare-approved charge as long as Medicare is primary.
• If a physician does not accept Medicare assignment , he may charge more than
what Medicare considers approvable; you will probably be charged the difference.
• If your physician is a Blue Shield participating physician , you do not have to worry
about paying a balance above UCR in most areas.
• If your physician is not a Blue Shield participating physician, he may charge more
than what the Service Benefit Plan considers UCR for these services; you have
to pay the difference.
When someone has two kinds of health coverage, payment procedures are sometimes
complicated to explain . This is a simplified explanation . Whenever you have any
questions about a physician's bill, contact your Blue Shield Plan for help.

11

Submitting Claims
Medicare Claims
When a health care service is covered by both Medicare and the Service Benefit
Plan , Medicare pays first. There are only two exceptions. The Service Benefit Plan
pays first: (1) if you qualify initially for Medicare only because you have end-stage
renal disease and are in the first 12 months of treatment , or (2) if you are aged 65
through 69, have Medicare Part A and are still working for the federal government.
If you fall under either of these two categories , then your claims are always submitted to your Blue Cross and Blue Shield Plan first.
Most hospitals and physicians will submit Medicare claims for you, so you do not
need to worry about the details. But if you are asked to submit your own claim ,
contact your local Social Security office for claim forms. Also, ask for the pamphlet ,
How To Complete The Request For Medicare Payment. It explains how to fill
out a Medicare claim form.

12

Three sections of the Medicare claim form are often completed incorrectly, and this
can delay payment of your benefits. Please remember these pointers whenever you
need to fill out this form:
• Look at box #2 on the form on page 13. It is labeled "Claim Number From Health
Insurance Card:' Write your Medicare identification number here - not your Blue
Cross and Blue Shield Service Benefit Plan identification number. If you have
a spouse with Medicare, remember that you and your spouse have different
Medicare identification numbers. Your number includes any suffix or prefix let
ters that are shown with the number on your card.
• Look at box #5 labeled "Name and Address of Other Insurance, State Agency
(Medicaid) , or VA Office" _followed by "Policy or Medical Assistance Number:'
Write "Blue Cross and Blue Shield Service Benefit Plan" and your Service Benefit
Plan identification number here. If you have Self-and-Family coverage, all of your
eligible family members have the same Service Benefit Plan number.
• Look in box #5 at a "Note" which reads: "If you do not want payment informa
tion on this claim released put an (X) here:' A small square follows which you
should not check. Here's why. Your Blue Cross and Blue Shield Plan needs infor
mation from Medicare before it can begin to process your claim. If you check
that square, Medicare will not release information about your claim to the Blue
Cross and Blue Shield Plan. Without this information from Medicare, the Blue
Cross and Blue Shield Plan cannot process your claim. If you leave the square
blank , Medicare will be able to send the information to the Blue Cross and Blue
Shield Plan which will pay benefits for any remaining covered expenses.

Your Physician's Bill and Other Expen:
WHEN YOU HAVE MEDICARE PART A ONLY,
THIS IS WHAT THE SERVICE BENEFIT PLAN PAYS
GAPS YOU WANT TO FILL•

1{

STANDARD OPTION

HIGH OPTION
We pay 100% UCR of the
charges.

Physician's charges for outpatient

Within 72 hours of the Injury, we

accidental Injury.

pay 100% UCR after you've met
the $250 annual (calendar year)
deductible.

Physician's charges for:
•Hospital Inpatient physician's
visits
•Inpatient and outpatient surgery

We pay 75% UCR after you've
met the annual deductible.

We pay 80% UCR for these
services.

•Outpatient laboratory care
• Outpatient X-rays
• Outpatient anesthesia services

We pay 75% UCR after you pay
the annual deductible.

We pay 80% UCR for these 84
Ices (but 80% after the S200
annual (calendar year) deduc
If rendered In a hospital outp,
tlent department).

•Durable medical equipment
• Ambulance service
•Office and outpatient visits

We pay 75% UCR after you pay
the annual deductible.

We pay 80% UCR after you pl
the annual deductible.

Blood and blood plasma

We pay 75% UCR for the cost of
all blood and blood plasma after
you pay the annual deductible.

We pay 80% UCR for the cos1
all blood and blood plasma a·
you pay the annual deductlbl

Prescription drugs (out-of-hospltal)

We pay 75% UCR after you pay
the annual deductible

We pay 80% UCR after you p1
the annual deductible

Routine or preventive dental care

We help pay for routine or preventlve dental services according
to a fee schedule...

Not covered

Home health care

Not covered

We pay 100% for home healtl
care services for up to 90 da)
following a covered hospital
admission.

• The Items shown In this table represent some of your benefits under Medicare and the Service Benefit Plan. Plea
to Your Medicare Handbook or The 1984 Service Benefit Plan booklet for more complete descriptions.
**The dental fee schedule is found In The 1984 Service Benefit Plan booklet and Plain Talk.

Form Approved
0MB No. 0938-0008

J

PAT I E NT 'S R EQU EST F O R M E D I CA R E PAYM E NT

I MPO R TA N T - S E E OTH E R S I D E F O R I N ST R UCT IONS
M E D I CA L I NS U R A N C E B E N E F I TS SOC I A L SECUR ITY A CT

PLEASE TYPE O R PR I N T I N FO R M A T I O N

WHEN YOU HAVE MEDICARE PARTS A & B OR PA RT' ONLY,
THIS IS WHAT THE SERVICE BENEFIT PLAN PAYS.
ICARE Part B GAPS•

STANDARD OPTION

HIGH OPTION

Medicare Part B $75 annual
Ictlble.

We pay It for you when It was
met using services covered by us.

We pay It for you when It was
met using services covered by us.

20% portion of the approved
�es that Medicare Part B
, not pay for:
tspltal Inpatient visits
�atlent and outpatient surgery
1tpatlent accidental Injury
re

We pay It for you.

We pay It for you.

20% portion of the approved
�es that Medicare Part B does
,ay for:
1tpatlent laboratory work
1tpatlent X-rays
1tpatlent anesthesia service

We pay It for you.

20% Medicare Part B does
,ay for:
tdlcal equipment
nbulance service
flee and home visits

We pay It for you.

first three pints of blood and
:0% owed for all blood after
lrst three pints.

We pay It for you.

:rlptlon drugs out-of-hospital
Medicare does not pay for.

We pay them for you.

lne or preventive dental care
:overed by Medicare.

We help pay for routine or preventlve dental services according
to a fee schedule.• •

Not covered

l0% home health care

Not covered

We pay 100% for home health care
services for up to 90 days followIng a covered hospital admission.

Jes that Medicare does not
or you.

NOTI CE : Anyone who m isrepresents or falsifies essential informat ion requested by this form may upon conviction be subject to fine and imp r isonment u nder
Federal Law . No Part B Medicare benefits may be paid un less this form is received as required by existi ng law and regulations (20 C F R 422 .5 1 0) .
SEND COMP L ET E D F O R M TO :
Name of Beneficiary From Health I n surance Card
( Last )

( M iddle)

( F i rst )
1

When com pleted , .,end thi., Form to :
Medicare
Box b:,

Claim N um be r F rom H ea l th I nsurance Card
2

I

I

I

I

I

I

I I I

Patient's M ai l i ng Address (C ity , State , Zip Code)
Check here if th is i s a new address

We pay It for you.

I

0

I

Camp H i l l ,

PA 1 701 1

Male

0 Female

►□

Telephone N u m ber
( I nclude Area Code )
3b

3

(Street or P .0 . Box -I nclude Apartment number)

;

IZip)

IStatel
ICitv l
Describe The Illness or I njury for Wh ich Patient R eceived Treatment

We pay It for you.

'

4

We pay It for you.

Was i l l ness or i njury con nected with employment?
4b

O Yes
0

We pay them for you.

No

I f any medical ex penses will be or could be pa id by your private i nsurance organ i zat ion , State Agency , ( M ed ica id ) , or the V A com plete
block 5 bel o w .
Pol icy or M ed ical
Assistance N u m ber

N a m e a n d Address of other i n su rance, State Agency ( M ed ica id ) , or V A office
5

•

NOTE : If y ou DO N OT want payment i n formation o n th i s claim released pu t an ( x ) here

:tms shown In this table represent some of your benefits under Medicare and the Service Benefit Plan. Please refer
,r Medicare Handbook or The 1984 Service Benefit Plan booklet for more complete descriptions.
ental fee schedule Is found In The 1984 Service Benefit Plan booklet and Plain Talk.

□

I authori ze Any H older of Medical or Other I n forma tion About Me to Rel ease to the Soc i a l Security Adm i n i stration and H e a l t h Care
F inancing Adm i n istration or I ts I n termed iaries or Carri ers any I n format ion Needed for Th i s or a Rel ated Medica re Clai m . I Perm i t a
copy of th i s Authori zat ion to be Used i n Place of the Original , and Request Payment of M ed i cal I nsu rance Benefits to M e .
Date Signed

Signature o f Patient ( I f patient is u nable t o sign , see Block 6 on other side .)
6b

6

IM PO R TANT !
A TTACH I T E M I Z E D B I L LS F R OM YOU R DOCTO R (S )
O R S U PP LI E R (S ) T O TH E BAC K O F TH I S F O R M .
H C F A - 1 490S ( 6 -80 1

Department of Health and H uman Services-Health Care F inancing Administration

Blue Cross and Blue Shield Service Benefit Plan Claims
If you complete your claim form corre ctly, often M edicare will send it dire ctly to
your Blue Cross and Blue Shield Plan after Medicare has paid all of it s benefit s .
Sometimes .s eparate claim s must be submitted - one to Medicare and then on e to
the Blue Cross and Blue Shield Plan - after M edicare has paid .

For those aged 65 through 69 who are working for the federal gove rnment , but
Medicare Part B only in conjunction with the Servic e B enefit Plan, M edica
primary. This means the tables on pages 6 and 7 do apply to you, regar(
of the option you choose.

Basic Claims
If you have High Option or Standard Option, most hospitals will submit your claim s
for you. However, be sure to give the hospital both your Blue Cross and Blue Shield
Servic e Benefit Plan identification nu.moor- the eight-digit number on your ID card that
be gin s with an R - as well as your Medicare number when you're treate d.
If you're aske d to submit your own hospital claim ( or physician's claim if you have
High Option) for the unpaid portion of your bill, then be sure to call your Blue Cross
and/or Blue Shield Plan for the right claim form to use. Filing a claim is easy, if you
follow these simple instruction s .

14

1 . Be sure to include your Medicare number in the box that asks about other
coverage .
2. Answer all sections of the form. Ans wer "not applicable" or "nd' rather than
le aving any se ction blank.
3. Wait to submit your Basic claim for se rvic es also covered under Medicare until
Medicare send s you a form entitled Explanation of Benefits or sometime s Ex
planation of Medicare Benefits. This is not true if you're between the ages of 65
arid 7D arid still working for the federal government or under age 65 arid in the first 12
months of treatment for end-stage renal disease; you1l have to file with the Blue Cross arid
Blue Shield Plan first under either circumstance arid file with Medicare secorid.
4. Keep the original of the Medicare form and all bills and have copies made of all
form s and bills . Claims rarely get lost , but
if one does , you can resubmit it if youve
.
O
.
M
,
S
T H EW
ke pt the original s .
W. 0. MA
t
e
e
tr
S
n
i
5. Include an itemized bill (or statement)
1 00 M a
w a 001 1 1
o
I
,
n
w
o
t
that list s e ach separate servic e and pro
H e a lt h
c edure, the date e ach was performe d and
m it h
S
Y
a
R
.
r
the cost of each . You must al so submit
To: M
separate bill s for e ach m embe r of your
family.
6. Send your claim to the Blue Cross and
..
t
i
s
i
v
.
c
Of
Blue Shield Plan. Check again to b e sure
00
.
0
1
\
.
.
..
..
...
you've enclosed:
s one
lnj - C o r ti
• The claim form ;
• A copy of your Explanation of
Medicare Benefits form (if applicable) ;
and
• A copy of the itemized bill ( s) .

Your Hospital
WHEN YOU HAVE MEDICARE PA RT B ONLY,
SERVICE BENEFIT PLAN PAYS
STANDARD OPTION

HIGH OPTION

Pays 100% In member hos ltala for up to 180 days,
after you pay the hospital �$100 per-admission)
deductible. A fter that, we pay 75% up to your
$1 mllllon llfetlme maximum, after you'Ve met the
$250 annual (calendar year) deductible.**

Pays 100% In member hoapltala for an unllmlted
number of days after you pay the hospital ($50 F
admission) deductible.

NOTE: Standard Option pays 75% of covered
charges for 30 days per calendar year Inpatient
mental Illness treatment, after you've paid the
hospital deductible.

NOTE: High Option pays 80% of covered charges
for Inpatient mental /llnesa care after you've paid
the hospital deductible. There Is an Inpatient ma
Illness catastro,:/'c protect/on benefit for Hl h 0
tlon; f.lease re r to your 1984 Service BenelIt Pl,
book et for details.

•• Standard Option wlll pay 100% when your hospital deductibles and your 25% out of pocket expenses you
you're In the hospital for over 180 days and reach the $2500 catastrophic protection level). There Is no catas1
protection benefit for mental Illness benefits under Standard Option.

!xample, if you meet the working aged criteria (or you're in the first 12 months
1d-stage renal disease) and have Medicare Part A (you may also have Part B) ,
your Service Benefit Plan is primary (pays for your health care expenses first)
:hever option you choose. This means your benefits are the same as any other
·al employe e whds still working and your Medicare deductibles and co-insurances
1ot waived . Under these circumstances, the tables on pages 6 through 9

lOt apply to you.

WHEN YOU HAVE MEDICARE PARTS A & B OR PART A ONLY,
THIS IS WHAT THE SERVICE BENEFIT PLAN PAYS.

DICARE PART A GAPS*

STANDARD OPTION

HIGH OPTION

t $356 deductlble you must pay
the first 60 Inpatient days.

We pay the deductible. The
Standard Option $100 hospital
(per-admission) deductible Is
also waived.

We pay the deductlble. The High
Option $50 hospital �per-admlsslon) deductible Is a so waived.

ir $89 dally share of the bill
n the 61st day through 90th

We pay your dally share for you.

We pay your dally share for you.

er the 90th day you have
60 day llfetlme reserve and
ou pay a $178 share of the
!ally cost.

We pay your dally share for you.

We pay your dally share for you.

,r, If you elect to save your 60
fetlme reserve days.

We pay 100% In member hospltals for 90 addltlonal days up to
180 days each calendar year. If
you use more than 180 days, your
addltlonal days are paid In full,
but charges are also subject to
your $1 mllllon llfetlme
maximum.

We pay 100% In member hospltals for unllmlted days.

er you have used all of your
ct Icare Part A benef Its, lncludyour 60 reserve days.

We pay 100% In member hospltals for 30 addltlonal days and
then pay In full up to your $1
mllllon llfetlme maximum.

We pay 100% In member hospltals for unllmlted days.

t $356 deductible, your dally
ire of hospital charges and the
Irges after you've used up 190
time days for Inpatient mental
ess care.

We pay the deductible and your
dally share of charges for you for
the first 30 days rn:r calendar
year of a mental llness admission
up to a $50,000 llfetlme maximum.

We pay the deductible and all of
your Inpatient mental Illness care
expenses In full. There Is no day
llmlt up to a $75,000 llfetlme maxlmum.

'·

Items showri In this table represent only some of your benefits under Medicare and the Service Benefit Plan.
se refer to Your Medicare Handbook or The 1984 Service Benefit Plan booklet for more complete descriptions of
!fits and !Imitations.

Supplemental Claims
If you have Standard Option , most of your health care services other than hospital
inpatient or dental care are covered under Supplemental benefits. Under High Option,
Supplemental benefits cover a fewer number of health care services because most
of your hospital inpatient and outpatient charges as well as physician's charges are
covered under Basic benefits; Supplemental benefits cover such items as prescrip
tion drugs, durable medical equipipent and physician's office visits.
Whichever option you have in addition to your Medicare coverage, you11 have to submit
a Federal Employee Program Supplemental Benefits Claim form to receive reim
bursement for services covered by Supplemental benefits. In most cases, you'll have
to fill out and submit this form yourself .
It's easy. Here's all you have to do:
1 . Ask your Blue Cross and Blue Shield Plan for a Federal Employee Program

Supplemental Benefits Claim form.
2 . Fill out the form completely. Be sure to give your correct Blue Cross and Blue

Shield Service Benefit Plan identification number. And don't forget to sign the
finished form .

3. Attach copies (not the originals) of the Explanation of Medicare Benefits

form. This is not necessary if you're still working for the government or receiving treat
ment for erul-stage renal disease.
4. Attach copies of itemized bills. Keep the originals of all forms and bills in case

you may need them later.
5. Include a statement. For some supplies - such as durable medical equipment 
your physician must write a statement indicating why the item was obtained and
explaining why he/she requested it . Call your Blue Cross and Blue Shield Plan
to find out if this is necessary.
6. Include a Special Questionnaire. If you received physical therapy, dental care
resulting from an accident , home nursing care or mental illness care, call your
Blue Cross and Blue Shield Plan to obtain special questionnaires. You should have
the questionnaires filled out by your physician before mailing in your Supplemen
tal Benefits Claim form .
7. And then, you can: Send your claim to your Blue Cross and Blue Shield Plan .
The sooner you submit your claims, the sooner you'll receive payment . But always
remember that when there is a delay or problem of any kind , or you're not sure what
to do WRITE OR CALL YOUR BLUE CROSS AND BLUE SHIELD PLAN!
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Blue Cross®
Blue Shield®

Please Type or Print
1. NAME OF PATIENT (Last, First, and Middle Initial/

PATIENT'S DATE OF BIRTH

Month

LJ

PATIENT'S SEX

Year

1 1 1 0 1 I [ID

□ □I

Male

Female RELATIONSHIP OF PATIENT TO
EMPLOYEE OR ANNUITANT

Self

□ □ □
spouse

Child

II the patient's last name is different from the employee's or annuitant's, explain the
relationship:

CURRENT MAILING ADDRESS
Street

City

State

2.

DESCRIBE THE ILLNESS OR INJURY REQUIRING TREATMENT

3.

010 THE ILLNESS OR INJURY RESULT FROM AN ACCIDENT?

4.

Yes

□ □
□ □

If YH, lndlc1t1 the d1te of the 1ccldent

No

Month

l

Routine or preventive dental
coverage.

A ll charges.

No
EFF. DATE

TERM. DATE

D active or D retired/

Month

Month

ADDRESS (Street, City, State, and Zip Code/ ---------------------------------------------NAME OF POLICY HOLDER -----------------------------------

RELATIONSHIP OF POLICY HOLDER
TO EMPLOYEE/ANNUITANT

□

□

Se/I

Spouse

Child

□

Month
---

Yes
No

□

D �:��

Mon:h

I I
Day

Year

IS THE PATIENT ENTITLED TO BENEFITS UNDER
MEDICARE MEDICAL INSURANCE (PART B)?

PLEASE LIST BELOW Q!tll THOSE CHARGES BEING CLAIMED FOR SUPPLEMENTAL BENEFITS.
NAME OF PROVIDER MAKING THE CHARGE
{Doctor, Hospital, Pharmacy, ere.)
{Two or more bills from rhe same provider
may be entered on one line tf they are for
the same type of service./

I

Day

Year

Day

Yf//Jr

Yes
No

Female

----------

□

D

Month
�:�E

I I
Day

DESCRIPTION OF CHARGE

DATE OF SERVICE OR PURCHASE

If you checked many of the boxes in the previous table, then it's clear you want
in filling the gaps that Medicare leaves in your health care coverage. The Blue C
and Blue Shield Service Benefit Plan offers a wide range of benefits to help fill tl
gaps.

By referring to the following tables, you can better determine what kind of cove
you need. The tables also show you how Standard Option and High Option fill t:
gaps when you have Medicare Part A only, Part B only or both Medicare Par
and B.

Year

USE A SEPARATE LINE FOR EACH TYPE OF SERVICE.

/Office Visits, Psychotherapy, Prescription Drugs, etc.)

□
□

-----=
Male

Year

Day

----

TYPE OF COVERAGE (Sell, Two Persons, Family, Etc.)
_
TO BE COMPLETED REGARDLESS OF THE AGE OF THE PATIENT (SEE REVERSE SIDE FOR INSTRUCTIONS)

IS THE PATIENT ENTITLED TO BENEFITS UNDER
MEDICARE HOSPITAL INSURANCE (PART A)?

I

SEX

BIRTHDATE

IDENTIFICATION NUMBER OF OTHER COVERAGE ------------------------------

7.

A ll charges.

Filling In T he Ge

Year

Day

IS THE PATIENT COVERED UNDER ANY OTHER GROUP HEAL TH BENEFITS PLAN? {If Yes complete the remainder of this section/
Yes
No

NAME OF INSURING CO.
{If CHA M PUS please indicate whether

6.

Out-of-hospital prescription
drugs.

CHECK HERE IF IT'S
IMPORTANT TO YOU THAl
THE SERVICE BENEFIT
PLAN FILLS THIS GAP

Zip Code

WAS THE ILLNESS OR INJURY WORK RELATED? IF YES, PLEASE ENCLOSE A STATEMENT DESCRIBING HOW THE ILLNESS OR INJURY OCCURRED.
Yes

5.

□

GAP
YOU PAY

NOT COVERED

ENROLLMENT CODE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER

NAME OF EMPLOYEE OR ANNUITANT (Last, First, and Initial/

□

Medicare - Not Cove1

Federal Employee Program
Supplemental Benefits Claim

CHARGE

{II there is only one date, show it under
'FROM')
FROM
TO

If you're retired from the federal government , are over age 65 and have Medic
please keep in mind that Medicare always pays its benefits before the Service Be
Plan. The following tables should also help you make a decision about v
coverage is right for you.

If You're Still Work

I cert ify the above is complete and correct and t hat I am c l a i m i ng benef its only for charges incu rred by the patient named above. Author
ization is hereby g iven to any provider of service w h ich partici pated in any way in my care, to release to the Blue Cross P l a n or Blue Shield
Plan any medical information w h ich t hey deem necessary to adjud icate this claim.

Signature of Employee o r Annuitant

Date

ITEMIZED BILLS FOR COVERED SERVICES AND SUPPLIES MUST BE ATTACHED
4 F l - 1 9e49

Daytime telephone number including area code

(SEE I NSTRUCTIONS ON REVERSE SI DE)

Part of your decision may also rely on whether you're aged 65 through 69, are
working for the federal government (or receiving care for the first 12 months of
stage renal disease) , and have Medicare Part A in conjunction with your Se1
Benefit Plan coverage. If you meet these criteria, there have been some impo
changes in how Medicare works that you should be aware of.

are still working for the federal government , or if you are receiving treatment
t1d-stage renal disease, then you should skip to page 5 .
1

Medicare Part A- Hospital
COVERED
MEDICARE PAYS

rst 60 days of a spell of
,ess.

st through 90th day.
Lifetime Reserve days.

GAP
YOU HAVE TO PAY*

CHECK HERE IF IT'S
IMPORTANT TO YOU THAT
THE SERVICE BENEFIT
PLAN FILLS THIS GAP

The first $356 of the hospltal
blll - known as the deductlble. A
deductlble Is the amount you
have to pay before Medicare wlll
start to pay.
$89 per day during this time.
$178 per day during this time.

% of approved physicians'
arges for Inpatient services.
% of approved charges for
,st surgery.** *
% of approved physician and
spltal charges for outpatient
rvlces.* * *
% of approved charges for
tpatlent X-rays, laboratory
,rk, emergency treatment,
esthesla.
Mt of approved home health
re charges.

GAP
YOU PAY * *

After retiring from the federal government , your Service Benefit Plan coverage will
continue automatically if you meet the eligibility requirements of the U.S. Office of
Personnel Management (formerly called the Civil Service Commission) .
Before you reach age 65, you need to decide whether to add Medicare Part A (which
is free if you qualify for it) and/or Part B. If you want Medicare protection to start
the month you reach age 65, contact your local Social Security office about three
months before your 65th birthday. If you decide to sign up for Medicare after your
65th birthday, you can do so during the first three months of any year. Your Medicare
coverage then begins on July 1 of the year you enrolled.

Medicare Part B - Medical
COVERED
MEDICARE PAYS * *

How Do You
Get Or
Change Coverage?

CHECK HERE IF IT'S
IMPORTANT TO YOU THAT
THE SERVICE BENEFIT
PLAN FILLS THIS GAP

The first $75* of charges, called
the deductlble. (You are no
longer allowed to carry over
charges from December of one
year and count them as part of
the next year's deductible for
Medicare Part B. The carry-over
was ellmlnated beginning with
expenses after October 1, 1981 .
Your yearly deductlble now
begins January 1 of each year.)
You are also responslble for the
remaining 20% of charges,
known as co-Insurance. (The
term "'co-Insurance" means that
you must ay a percentage of
the total c� arge.)
20% of home health care
charges that Medicare does not
pay for you.

lar amounts shown are for 1984 and may b e subject to change.
c,ur physician doesrrt accept Medicare assignment, you may pay more than the 20% shown because
i1care pays only for approved physicians' charges. Whenever your bllls exceed what Medicare considers the
,roved amount, then Medicare's payment wlll be less than 80% of the total charge.
Heare wlll now cover 100% of the cost of outpatient facllltles for certain surglcal procedures that can be
tly performed In a walk-In surgical center or a physician's office, If the faclllty accepts 'assignment.• It wlll
, pay the full Medicare-approved charge for a physician who agrees to accept assignment.

If you do not sign up for Medicare Part B during those first three months of the
year, you will have to wait until the first three months of the next year to do so.
For more information about getting and canceling Medi�are, especially if you're still
working for the federal government and are aged 65 through 69, contact your local
Social Security office.
Changes in your family situation can affect your health coverage needs.
• Your child reaches age 22 and can no longer be covered under federal employee
health insurance. You have no other dependents to cover so you want to change
from Self-and-Family coverage to Self-Only coverage.
• Your husband or wife dies. You have no dependents to cover so you want to change
from Self-and-Family coverage to Self-Only coverage.
• You get married and want to cover your husband or wife. You have Self-Only
coverage so you want to change to Self-and-Family coverage.
• You or your spouse decide to enroll in Medicare Part B. You already have Part
A. You may want to switch from High Option to Standard Option .
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All federal employees, active or retired, can change their health coverage. Within 31
days before or anytime after you become eligible for Medicare, you can change to
Standard Option or a low option plan within the Federal Employees Health Benefits
Program. However, if your spouse is under age 65, he (she ) may not be fully pro
tected and may have to meet new deductibles under his (her) new plan or option.

How
Choose Your Health C
Protec1

When certain family changes occur, you can also change your federal employee
coverage. And there are periodic open seasons when you can change your health
insurance regardless of Medicare eligibility or family changes. Contact your local
Office of Personnel Management for information about how and when to change your
federal employee coverage.

Medicare is a program that has helped millions of persons, but it is not desi
to pay all your health care bills. The patient or the patient's family must pay for
of the cost of an illness. The portions that you have to pay are gaps in Med
coverage that the Service Benefit Plan helps to fill.

Additional Tips
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• Carry your Medicare identification (ID) card and your Service Benefit Plan iden
tification card with you at all times. They are your passports to quick service
when you go to a hospital or physician. Presenting your cards often avoids being
asked for a deposit in advance.

One thing to consider when deciding if you need coverage in addition to Med
is whether you have any dependents who need it. If you have a spouse or chi]
who are eligible for Service Benefit Plan coverage, you probably need Self-and-Fi
coverage. If not , you probably need Self-Only coverage. But just because your si:
is covered under your federal employee benefits does not mean that he or s
covered under Medicare. This is because Medicare enrolls each person separ.
Most people become eligible for Medicare when they turn 65 years of age. lj
are older than your spouse, you may become eligible for Medicare before your si:
does. Let's say, for example, that you have Medicare and your spouse does not
will be covered by both Medicare and your federal employee benefits. But your sp
in this case, would depend entirely on the federal employee coverage. So when dee
whether to choose the Service Benefit Plan in addition to Medicare, you must
consider the needs of any dependents you have.
To help evaluate your own and your family's needs, ask yourself these quest
Do I have Medicare Part A? Part B?

[ii\
-r
A .. -

Does my spouse have Medicare Part A? Part B?
Do I have other dependents who need coverage?

Slue cross

G ov er

Shield

er
,t; ;d e s
n m e nt·
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v , ce e e n

P \a n
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Before you can decide how much additional coverage you need, it is importa
know what Medicare Part A and Part B cover. Your Medicare Handbook, avai
from any Social Security office, provides a complete explanation of Medicar,

�
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The chart on the next page shows a few items that Medicare does not cover. I
blanks for you to fill in, if, for example, it's important fpr you that the gaps (o
penses that Medicare expects you to pay) are filled. Once you've completed this 1
you'll be better able to decide whether you need Service Benefit Plan coverage. 1
read the section and tables that follow to decide whether Standard Option or •
Option is the best choice for you.

mse of the many choices open to you,
Cross and Blue Shield Plans want you
:1ve this booklet to help with some of
mswers to your questions about:
, to Choose Your Health Care
Page 3
tection
ng in the Gaps (How the Service
efit Plan Combines with
Page 5
Heare)
ou're Still Working
Page 5
1dard Option or High
ion?
Page 10
, Hospital and Physicians'
, Are Paid
Page 10
mitting Claims
Page 12
, Do You Get or Change
Page 17
e�age
itional Tips
Page 18

As you read this booklet, please keep in mind
that you and your mean the employee or annui
tant who's enrolled in the Service Benefit Plan
and whose name appears on the Blue Cross and
Blue Shield identification {ID) card. Also, when
ever there's an unfamiliar term we've used italics
to highlight its definition. Form and booklet
titles appear in bold type, as do statements we
want to emphasize.
I

A word of caution before you begin reading.
This booklet contains only general benefits
information. For a more complete description
of your benefits, please consult the 1984 Serv
ice Benefit Plan booklet-available from your
Blue Cross and Blue Shield Plan.• More com
plete descriptions of your Medicare benefits are
found in publications available from your local
Social Security office.
*Note: Ifyou want a contractual description ofyour
coverage, you should consult your 1983
Service Benefit Plan brochure {BRI
41-25} and 1984 addendum -available from
your local Office of Personnel Management.
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1984 Service Benefit Plan booklet is available from your Blue Cross and Blue Shield Plan and Your
licare Handbook from your local Social Security office.

• Both your Medicare ID card and your Service Benefit Plan ID card have iden
tification numbers on them that are yours alone. It would be helpful to have these
numbers written down someplace, in case you ever misplace your cards.
• Services not included in your coverage will be your responsibility to pay, so always
refer to Your Medicare Handbook and your 1984 Service Benefit Plan booklet
when you have doubts. Remember that these booklets change from time to time,
but you can always get up-to-date copies of Your Medicare Handbook from
your local Social Security office and the 1984 Service Benefit Plan booklet
from your Blue Cross and Blue Shield Plan .
• Be sure to keep a record of all bills you receive for health care, and of the claims
you file. Note payments received or those made to physicians and hospitals on
your behalf. That way you'll know when something may not be right with a claim
and you'll be able to make an inquiry. If you need to write to the Blue Cross
and Blue Shield Plan, always include both your Medicare and your Service Benefit
Plan identification number.
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lntroduct

NOTES
Blue Cross and Blue Shield Plans across the
nation know that health care benefits can be
confusing. That's one reason they want you to
have this booklet-to help you better understand
your health care coverage.
The Service Benefit Plan, Medicare & You
will also help you decide what coverage is
appropriate for you. For example, understand
ing how the Service Benefit Plan- the name of
your Blue Cross and Blue Shield coverage works in conjunction with Medicare will help
you decide whether to choose High Option or
Standard Option. And, by following the sugges
tions in this booklet, you will learn how to get
your claims processed without delay.
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Before you begin reading, it's helpful to know
what the two separate coverages in Medicare
are and the difference between the two options
offered under the Blue Cross and Blue Shield
Service Benefit Plan.
• Medicare has two separate coverages or
parts: Par t A that helps pay your
hospital bills and Par t B that helps pay

your doctor bills. Persons who q,
for Social Security are eligible foi
A free of charge. Medicare Par1
available for under $ 15 a month
• In addition to Medicare, you can
tinue your enrollment in the Se
Benefit Plan -whether you retire <
still working for the federal go
ment -which offers you two lev,
coverage : High Option or Stai
Option.
• Under H,gh Option there are three •
of benefits: Basic Hospital (which
you to pay your hospital inpatien
outpatient bills and home health
services) ; Basic Surgical-Medical (v
help to pay for your physicians' 1
and Supplemental (which extend
coverage by helping to pay for 1
other health care services) .
• Under Standard Option , there are 1
different kinds of benefits: Basic H
(which help pay for hospital inp,
expenses) ; Supplemental (which co
wide range of health care exper
and Dental (which help pay for
routine or preventive dental exper

�dicare is a Federal health insurance program for people 65 or older and certain disabled
)ple. There are specific requirements persons must meet to be eligible for free hospi
ization coverage under Medicare. Local Social Security Administration offices take
plications for Medicare and provide information about the program. Whenever you can't
d the information you need about Medicare in this handbook, call a Social Security
ice. Social Security offices are listed in the telephone directory under "Social Security
ministration."
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